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IV 

 

ABSTRACT 

             

            Using the computer software PVTi a fluid definition was 

established from the PVT data obtained from the laboratory experiments, 

the laboratory data prepared to be a suitable input data so it can be used in 

PVTi. Using the PVTi a simulation process for the laboratory experiment 

was created, the fluid model created from the software was adjusted to 

represent the fluid sample more accurately using the regression process 

which reduces the error in the program's calculated value by changing the 

equation of state variables.      

             The adjusted fluid model used to export the PVTi Keyword, the 

exported Keywords include the Black Oil equilibration Keywords and 

Black Oil PVT table were generated using the same software.   
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تدشيذان  

   

يٍ بياَاث  (Black Oil) تى عًم ٔصف نهًائع PVTi بإستخذاو بشَايح انحاسٕب            

انبياَاث انًعًهيت انًتحصم عهيٓا يٍ انتداسب انًعًهيت, (PVT data) انضغظ ٔانحدى ٔانحشاسة

,بإستخذاو َفس انبشايح تى عًم تًثيم  PVTiتى تدٓيزْا نكي يًكٍ إستخذايٓا في بشَايح 

نبشَايح حاسٕبي نهتداسب انتتي تى اخشاؤْا في انًعًم, ًَٕرج انًائع انزي تى تٕنيذِ يٍ خلال ا

ٔانتي تقٕو  (regressionتى تصحيحّ نيقٕو بتًثيم عيُت انًائع بصٕسة أفضم بإستخذاو عًهيت )

يٍ   بٕاسطت انبشَايح عٍ طشيق تتعذيم يتغيشاث يعادنت انحانتبتعذيم الإخطاء نهقيى انًحسٕبت 

 داخم انبشَايح.

(,ْزِ PVTi Keyword) PVTiصحح أستخذو نتصذيش يخشخاث ًانًائع ان ًَٕرج           

( Black Oil equilibration Keywords) كهًاث الإتزاٌ الأساسيت انًخشخاث تشًم كم يٍ

  .( بإستخذاو َفس انبشَايح انحاسٕبيBlack Oil PVT table) PVTخذأل ٔ
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Chapter one 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

           To understand and predict the volumetric behavior of oil and gas reservoirs as 

a function of pressure, knowledge of the physical properties of reservoir fluids must 

be gained. These fluid properties are usually determined by laboratory experiments 

performed on samples of actual reservoir fluids. In the absence of experimentally 

measured properties, it is necessary for the petroleum engineer to determine the 

properties from empirically derived correlations. 

             A Black Oil reservoir fluid study-also known as PVT study- consists of a 

series of laboratory Procedures designed to provide values of the physical properties 

for the fluid sample. These procedures are performed with samples of reservoir liquid, 

the laboratory experiment data are then collected into a report, the laboratory 

experiments can be simulated using PVTi which can be described as an equation-of-

state based program used for characterizing a set of fluid samples for use in ECLIPSE 

simulators.  
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1.2 Problem statement 

            

            Create adjusted fluid model that can represent the fluid sample accurately by 

using PVTi, and generate PVTi keywords. 

   

 1.3 Methodology 

 

1.  Prepare the laboratory data to a suitable input data for PVTi software using 

Microsoft build-in Text editor. 

2. Establish a fluid definition by regression process. 

3. Generating PVTi Keywords.  

 

1.4 Objectives 

 

The main objectives of this study are to perform the following: 

1- Prepare the laboratory PVT data to be a suitable input data for PVTi.  

2- Perform a fluid definition for the PVT data.  

3- Generating ECLIPSE Black Oil PVT tables. 

4- Generating ECLIPSE Black Oil equilibration Keywords. 

5- Perform a simulation for data using PVTi. 
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Chapter two 

Literature Review and Background 

 

2.1 Reservoir fluid properties 

            To understand and predict the volumetric behavior of oil and gas reservoirs as 

a function of pressure, knowledge of the physical properties of reservoir fluids must 

be gained. These fluid properties are usually determined by laboratory experiments 

performed on samples of actual reservoir fluids. In the absence of experimentally 

measured properties, it is necessary for the petroleum engineer to determine the 

properties from empirically derived correlations. Those properties include: formation 

volume factor of oil, solution gas-oil ratio, and total formation volume factor, oil 

viscosity, and gas oil ratio,(McCain, 1990). 

2.1.1 Specific gravity 

            The specific gravity is defined as the ratio of the gas density to that of 

the air. Both densities are measured or expressed at the same pressure 

and temperature,(Ahmed , 2001)

  

     air

g

g



                                                                      (2-1) 

 

            For oil the liquid specific gravity, o , is defined as the ratio of the density of 

the liquid to the density of water, both taken at the same temperature and pressure, 

(McCain ,1990). 

       
w

o
o




                                                                         (2-2) 

The petroleum industry also uses another gravity term called API gravity which is 

defined as: 

5.131
5.141



O

API                                                        (2-3) 
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2.1.2 Formation Volume Factor of Oil 

            FVF is defined as the volume of a mixture at specified pressure and 

temperature divided by the volume of a product phase measured at standard 

conditions, (Whitson & Brulé, 2000). 

),(

),(

SCSC TPV

TPV
B                                                                                               (2-4) 

             The volume of oil that enters the stock tank at the surface is less than the 

volume of oil which flows into the wellbore from the reservoir. This Change in oil 

volume which accompanies the change from reservoir conditions to surface 

conditions is due to three factors, the most important factor is the evolution of gas 

from the oil as pressure is decreased from reservoir pressure to surface pressure. This 

causes a rather large decrease in volume of the oil when there is a significant amount 

of dissolved gas, the reduction in pressure also causes the remaining oil to expand 

slightly, but this is somewhat offset by the contraction of the oil due to the reduction 

of temperature. The change in oil volume due to these three factors is expressed in 

terms of the formation volume factor of oil. Oil formation volume factor is defined as 

the volume of reservoir oil required to produce one barrel of oil in the stock tank. 

 

BO=  
                                                                        

                                                        
 (2-5) 

 

The units are barrels of oil at reservoir conditions per barrel of stock-tank oil, res 

bbl/STB. The relationship of formation volume factor of oil to reservoir pressure for 

typical black oil is given in Figure 1- 1 this figure shows the initial reservoir pressure 

to be above the bubble- point pressure of the oil. As reservoir pressure is decreased 

from initial Pressure to bubble-point pressure, the formation volume factor increases 

slightly because of the expansion of the liquid in the reservoir. A reduction in 

reservoir pressure below bubble-point pressure results in the evolution of gas in the 

pore spaces of the reservoir. The liquid remaining in the reservoir has less gas in 

solution and, consequently, a smaller formation volume factor,(McCain,1990). 
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          Figure 2.1: Typical shape of formation volume factor of black oil as a function 

of pressure at constant reservoir temperature (McCain, 1990). 

2.1.3 Solution Gas-Oil Ratio 

           Solution gas-oil ratio is the amount of gas that evolves from the oil as the oil is 

transported from the reservoir to surface conditions, (McCain, 1990).  

This ratio is defined in terms of the quantities of gas and oil which appear at the 

surface during production. 

     
                                                         

                                                       
                   (2-6)  

            

 The quantity of gas-forming molecules (light molecules) in the liquid phase at 

reservoir temperature is limited only by the pressure and the quantity of light 

molecules present. Black oil is said to be saturated when a slight decrease in pressure 

will allow release of some gas. The bubble-point pressure is a special case of 

saturation at which the first release of gas occurs On the other hand, when the black 

oil is above its bubble-point pressure, it is said to be undersaturated. An 

undersaturated oil could dissolve more gas (light molecules) if the gas were present. 

The quantity of gas dissolved in the oil at reservoir conditions is called Solution gas-

oi1 ratio. 
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             Figure 2.2:  Typical shape of solution gas-oil ratio of black oil as a function of 

pressure at constant reservoir temperature (McCain, 1990). 

            In fig 1-2 the line is horizontal at pressures above the bubble-point pressure 

because at these pressures no gas is evolved in the pore space and the entire liquid 

mixture is produced into the wellbore. When reservoir pressure is reduced below 

bubble-point pressure, gas evolves in the reservoir, leaving less gas dissolved in the 

liquid. 

 2.1.4 Total Formation Volume Factor            

            Figure 2-3 show the volume occupied by one barrel of stock-tank oil plus its 

dissolved gas at bubble-point pressure. The figure also shows the volume occupied by 

the same mass of material after an increase in cell volume has caused a reduction in 

pressure. The volume of oil has decreased; however, the total volume has increased. 

The volume of oil at the lower pressure is Bo. The quantity of gas evolved is the 

quantity in solution at the bubble point, sbR , minus the quantity remaining in solution 

at the lower pressure, sR . The evolved gas is called free gas. It is converted to 

reservoir conditions by multiplying by the formation volume factor of gas, Bg. This 

total volume is the total formation volume factor,(McCain,1990). 

)( ssbgOt RRBBB                                                              (2-7) 

            The gas formation volume factor must be expressed in units of res bbl/scf, and 

total formation volume factor has units of res bbl/STB. Figure 1-3 gives a comparison 

of total formation volume factor with the formation volume factor of oil. The two 
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formation volume factors are identical at pressures above the bubble-point pressure 

since no gas is released into the reservoir at these pressures. The difference between 

the two factors at pressures below the bubble-point pressure represents the volume of 

gas released in the reservoir. 

 

Figure 2.3: Typical shape of total formation volume factor of a black oil compared to 

shape of black oil formation volume factor at same conditions (McCain, 1990). 

 

2.1.5 Viscosity  

            The coefficient of viscosity is a measure of the resistance to flow exerted by a 

fluid,(McCain,1990). .

 

Figure 2.4: Solution gas/oil ratios as functions of pressure (Whitson & Brulé, 2000). 
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2.1.6 Gas oil ratio 

            When a reservoir mixture produces both surface gas and oil, the GOR,
goR

defines the ratio of standard gas volume to a reference oil volume, (Whitson & Brulé, 

2000). 

                                                                                                 (2-8) 

                                                                                                 (2-9) 

 

 

2.2 Pressure-Temperature Diagram  

            The figure below shows a typical pressure-temperature diagram of a multi 

component system with a specific overall composition. Although a different 

hydrocarbon system would have a different phase diagram, the general configuration 

is similar.  

  

Figure 2.5: The typical pressure-temperature diagram for a multi component system 

(Ahmed, 2001). 

These multi component pressure-temperature diagrams are essentially used to: 
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• Classify reservoirs. 

• Classify the naturally occurring hydrocarbon systems 

• Describe the phase behavior of the reservoir fluid 

            In The diagram critical point is referred to as the state of pressure and 

temperature at which all intensive Properties of the gas and liquid phases are equal 

(point C). At the Critical point, the corresponding pressure and temperature are called 

the Critical pressure pc and critical temperature Tc of the mixture. The region 

enclosed by the bubble-point curve and the dew-point curve (line BCA), where in gas 

and Liquid coexist in equilibrium, is identified as the phase envelope of the 

Hydrocarbon system. 

            The dashed lines within the phase diagram are called Quality lines. They 

describe the pressure and temperature conditions for Equal volumes of liquids, the 

bubble-point curve (line BC) is defined as the line separating the liquid-phase region 

from the two-phase region. The dew-point curve (line AC) is defined as the line 

separating the vapor-phase region from the two-phase region. In general, reservoirs 

are conveniently classified on the basis of the location of the point representing the 

initial reservoir pressure pi and temperature T with respect to the pressure-

temperature diagram of the reservoir fluid. 

2.2.1 Phase diagram for black oil 

           Black oils consist of a wide variety of chemical species including large, heavy 

nonvolatile molecules. The phase diagram predictably the covers a wide temperature 

range, the critical point is well up the slope of the phase envelope.  
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                Figure 2.6: Phase diagram of a typical black oil (McCain ,1990). 

            

            The phase diagram of a typical oil is shown in figure 2-6 .the line within the 

phase envelope represent constant liquid volume measured as present of the total 

volume. Quality lines for the Black Oil case are spaced fairly evenly within the 

envelope 

2.2 PVTi software 

            Schlumberger Company the owner of the PVTi program defines PVTi as: 

compositional PVT equation-of-state based program used for characterizing a set of 

fluid samples for use in our ECLIPSE simulators,(Schlumberger, 2008). 

PVTi can be used to   simulate experiments that have been performed in the lab on a 

set of fluid samples and then theoretical predictions can be made of any observations 

that were performed during a lab experiment, any differences between the measured 

and calculated data are minimized using a regression facility which adjusts various 

Equation of State parameters. This tuned model is then exported in a form suitable for 

one of ECLIPSE simulators 
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2.2.1 Black Oil model and Compositional model 

black-oil model 

             The black-oil model is that a certain volume of gas (defined by the value of 

Rs) has dissolved in the oil. The dissolved gas is the same as the free gas in contact 

with the oil. If any gas is injected into the reservoir, it too will be the same gas as the 

dissolved gas and the gas cap gas. Any produced gas will also be the same. All these 

gases will have the same physical properties,(Schulmeberger, 2005). 

 

Figure 2.7 Black oil model,(schlumberger,2005). 

The Compositional model  

            The compositional model is very different than the black oil model. Both the 

oil phase and the liquid phase are made up of the different amounts of the same 

components. Methane for instance will be present in both phases, but the gas phase 

may be 80% methane whereas the oil phase could be only 30% methane. The 

composition of injected gas could be completely different, for instance injected gas 

could be 100% methane. The composition of the produced gas is likely to vary with 

time. The physical properties of all these gases will be different,(Schulmeberger, 

2005). 
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            Figure 2.8: Compositional model,(Schlumbergre, 2005). 

Both of the black oil model and compositional model consider that there are two 

phases but the compositional model is more accurate than the black oil model since it 

consider the composition of each phase. 

2.3 Equations of state 

           An analytic expression relating pressure to temperature and volume is called an 

Equation of State (Schlumberger, 2005). 

. 

2.3.1 Equation of State for Ideal Gas 

            Gas is defined as homogeneous fluid of low density and low viscosity, which 

has neither independent shape nor volume but expand to fill completely the vessel in 

which it is contained, (McCain, 1990).  

An ideal gas has these properties: 

1. The volume occupied by the molecules is insignificant with respect to the volume 

occupied by the gas. 

2. There are no attractive or repulsive forces between the molecules or between the 

molecules and the walls of the container. 

3. All collisions of molecules are perfectly elastic, that is, there is no loss of internal 

energy upon collision,(Schlumberger,2008). 

Boyle's Equation 

            Boyle experimentally observed that the volume of an ideal gas is inversely 

proportional to pressure for a given mass of gas when temperature is maintained 

constant. This may be expressed as: 
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P
V

1
  or PV =constant                                                        (2-10)                                                 

 

Charles' Equation 

          Charles discovered  that the volume of an ideal gas is directly proportional to 

temperature for a given mass of gas when pressure is maintained constant. 

Symbolically: 

TV   or  
T

V
=constant                                                           (2-11) 

Avogadro's Law 

            Avogadro’s law states that, under the same conditions of temperature and 

pressure, equal volumes of all ideal gases contain the same number of molecules. This 

is equivalent to the statement that at a given temperature and pressure one molecular 

weight of any ideal gas occupies the same volume as one molecular weight of any 

other ideal gas. There are 2.73 X      molecules per pound mole of ideal gas. 

The Equation of State for an Ideal Gas, The equations of Boyle, Charles, and 

Avogadro can be combined to give an equation of state for an ideal gas: 

RT
M

m
PV   or as 

M

RT
PV                                                      (2-12) 

This expression is known by various names such as the ideal Gas Law,  

the General Gas Law, or the Perfect Gas Law, the numerical value of the constant R 

Depends on the units used to express the variable. 

  

2.3.2 Equation of State for real gases  

           One of the limitations in the use of the compressibility equation of 

state to describe the behavior of gases is that the compressibility factor is 

not constant. Therefore, mathematical manipulations cannot be made 

directly but must be accomplished through graphical or numerical techniques.  

2.3.2.1 Van der Waals’ Equation of State 

            One of the earliest attempts to represent the behavior of real gases by an 

equation was that of van der Waals (1873),He proposed the Following equation: 

 
vRT

a

bv

v
Z

RT

pv
RTbv

v

a
p 













2
                         (2-13) 
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The numerical constants in the equations (a, b) are referred to as the a b , For Van 

der Waals EoS: 

a =
  

  
 

b =
 

 
 

The critical Z-factor of the Van der Waals EoS is 0.375. This value is considerably 

larger than that of real hydrocarbon components, which typically have a Zc<0.29, this 

equation differs from the ideal gas equation by the addition of the term a/VM2 to 

pressure and the subtraction of the constant b from molar volume. 

The term a/VM2 represents an attempt to correct pressure for the force of attraction 

between the molecules, The actual pressure exerted on the walls of the vessel by real 

gas is less, by the amount a/VM2, than the pressure exerted by an ideal gas The 

constant b is regarded as the correction to the molar volume due to the volume 

occupied by the molecules. Constants a and b are characteristic of the particular gas, 

whereas R is the universal gas constant, The limitation of this equation is that is not 

valid for high pressure,(Schlumberger,2008). 

 

2.3.2.2 Redlich-Kwong Equation of State 

            Redlich and Kwong proposed an equation of state which takes into account the 

temperature dependencies of the molecular attraction term:  

)()( bVV

a

bV

RT
P







                                                                                          (2-14)           

 

Where the a parameter is now a function of temperature, for the RK Eos 
21 Taa   

where a' is a constant. The value of a' is set by conditions imposed at the critical point. 

More generally, the a parameter can be written as a=a'f(T)  so that at the critical point 

ca =a'f(Tc)  

)(

)(

c

c
Tf

Tf
aa  , Usually the ratio f(T)/f(Tc) is denoted by α, and α→1 as T→Tc. For the 

basic Redlich-Kwong EoS, 21 rT  

Where Tr is the reduced temperature, Tr=T/Tc. 

The constant for RK Eos are: 

Zc =0.333 

42748.0a  
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08664.b  

 

2.3.2.3 Soave Addition to RK EoS 

            Several authors improved on the Redlich-Kwong EoS by introducing 

additional functionality into the α parameter. In particular, Soave (1972) made a  

function of Acentric factor-measure of the non-sphericity of a molecule and thus of 

non-ideal behavior-as well as reduced temperature, i.e.: 

)1)(17.0574.1480.0(1 2/122/1

rT                                (2-15) 

)1(log10  s

rP  at Tr=0.7                                                        (2-16) 

Where s

rP represents the reduced vapor pressure at a reduced temperature of  Tr=0.7, 

the values of ,, acZ   and b  for the SRK equation are equal to those of the original 

RK EoS. 

ω>0.49 

 

2.3.2.4 Peng Robinson Equation of State 

            Peng and Robinson proposed a slightly different form of the molecular 

attraction, the equation is  

                                                                                                     (2-17) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For components with large Acentric factors, i.e., plus fractions with ω>0.49 the ω 

term can be modified to: 

 )016666.0164423.48503.1379642.0( 32   . 

The value of Zc=0.307 is a significant improvement over that of the RK and SRK 

EoS, and consequently the PR EoS predicts liquid properties significantly better. 

However, this value is still larger than the Zcs of real hydrocarbons, which are always 

less than 0.29. 

   

  
2

22/1

22

26992.054226.137464.0
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07780.0

)(45724.0
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2.3.2.5 Zudkevitch-Joffe EoS 

            Another attempt to improve on the original RK EoS was made by Zudkevitch 

and Joffe who made the ba  ,  constants into functions of temperature, i.e.: 

)(),( TT ba  . 

2.3.2.6 The 3-Parameter EoS 

            The 3-parameter EoS introduces a third parameter, usually referred to as c, and 

treated as a volume shift: 





N

i

iicxVV
1

)2()3(                                                                            (2-18) 

In this equation 
)2(V is the volume predicted by the 2-parameter EoS and 

)3(V is the 

corrected 3-parameter volume. This shift in volume leads to a reduced Z-factor. 

            Values of the coefficients ic can be determined by comparing the liquid molar 

volume V of a component at standard conditions with that predicted by the two 

parameter at the same conditions. The difference defines the ic  for that component:  
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2.4 Viscosity correlation  

            The EoS will predict static equilibrium properties, but not flowing properties 

such as viscosity in PVTi the correlation that are available for estimating viscosity are 

Lohrenz, Bray and Clark (LBC) and Pedersen et al,(Shlumberger, 2008). 

2.4.1 Lohrenz, Bray and Clark 

            The most widely used correlation for the prediction of liquid and vapor 

viscosities in reservoir simulators is that due to Lohrenz, Bray and Clark (LBC): 

the viscosity being related to a fourth-degree polynomial in reduced density, 
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And   is the low-pressure gas mixture viscosity and   the viscosity-reducing 

parameter, which for a fluid mixture, is given by: 
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The critical density c  is evaluated from: 
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Where the critical volume of the plus fraction is found from: 




77777
070615.0656.27015122.0573.21 cccccc MMV  

       (2-26) 

The dilute gas mixture viscosity as given by Herning and Zippener: 
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Where the dilute gas viscosities of the individual components, 

i  are derived from 

expressions due to Stiel and Thodos:  

94.05 1
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     riT <1.5                                                            (2-28) 
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1
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   riT >1.5                                  (2-29) 

Where: 

322161  ciicii PMT 
                                                                               

(2-30) 

2.4.2 Pedersen et al 

             Viscosities can be calculated from a modified form of the corresponding 

states method. A group of substances obey the corresponding states principle if the 

functional dependence of the reduced viscosity, r  on reduced density and 

temperature, r  and rT is the same for all components within the group, namely: 

),(),( rrr TfT                                                                             (2-31) 

Pedersen modified the CSM to use the acentric factor, which is related to the shape of 

the molecule. 

2.5 Reservoir Fluid Studies 

            A black oil reservoir fluid study consists of a series of laboratory Procedures 

designed to provide values of the physical properties required in the calculation 

method known as material balance calculations. There are five main procedures in the 

black oil reservoir fluid study. These procedures are performed with samples of 

reservoir liquid, (McCain, 1990). 

            A sample which is representative of the liquid originally in the reservoir must 

be obtained for the laboratory work. Obtaining a representative sample of the 

reservoir liquid requires great care in both conditioning the well and in the sampling 

technique. Samples can be obtained in two ways. 

  1- A bottom-hole sample or a subsurface sample. 

In this method the well is shut in, and the liquid at the bottom of the wellbore is 

sampled. 

2- Separator samples or surface samples 

In this method, production rate is carefully controlled, and separator gas and separator 

liquid are sampled. 
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The five major procedures in the reservoir fluid study or PVT tests are: composition 

measurement, flash vaporization, differential vaporization, and separator tests, and oil 

viscosity measurement. The results of these procedures are called a reservoir fluid 

study. Often the term PVT study is used. 

2.5.1 Composition measurement 

            Determining the composition of every one of the hundreds of different 

chemical species present in black oil is impossible. Even determining the composition 

of a major fraction of the crude is difficult. In every case the compositions of the light 

components are determined, and all of the heavier components are grouped together 

in a plus component. The plus component consists of hundreds of different chemical 

species the remaining components are lumped together as heptanes plus (C7+). The 

apparent molecular weight and specific gravity of the heptanes plus fraction is 

measured in an attempt to characterize its properties. 

2.5.2 Constant composition expansion  

            In  the constant composition expansion  test a  sample of oil is  placed  in  an 

equilibrium  cell  at  a  pressure  equal or  greater  than  the  initial  reservoir  pressure.  

The pressure is reduced incrementally by expanding the fluid volume. The total 

volume tV , is measured at each pressure stage. 

                    Figure 2.9: Laboratory flash vaporization procedure, (McCain, 1990). 
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            The test is also known as flash liberation, flash expansion and pressure volume 

relation. For an oil sample, the CCE experiment is use to determine bubble point 

pressure, under saturated-oil density, isothermal oil compressibility, and two-phase 

volumetric behavior for pressure below the bubble point. Typical PVT test data as 

reported by a laboratory is given in Table 1.1.  The laboratory data is often evaluated, 

smoothed, and extrapolated by a dimensionless function Y defined as:  

     bbtb VVVPPPY ///                                                                      (2-22) 

where  the  subscript b,  refers  to  the  bubble  point  conditions. 

Figure 2.10: Pressure-volume plot to determine the bubble point pressure, 

(McCain, 1990).  

2.5.3 Differential Liberation Expansion 

            In  the  differential  vaporization or liberation  test,  the  oil  pressure  is  

reduced  below  its  bubble point  at the  reservoir  temperature  by  expanding  the  

system volume.  All the evolved gas is then expelled at constant pressure by reducing 

the equilibrium cell volume the procedure  is  repeated  in  10-15  pressure  stages  

down  to  the atmospheric pressure at every stage  the  remaining  oil  volume,  the  

expelled  gas  volume  at the  cell,   the standard conditions and  the  gas  specific 

gravity are measured. 
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 .   

 

                  Figure 2.11: Typical differential Liberation Test, (McCain, 1990). 

            The  remaining  oil  volume,  at the  atmospheric  pressure,  at  the  end of the 

test  is  referred  to  as  the  residual  oil.  The volume of oil  at  each  stage  is  

reported by the  relative  oil  volume,  Bod,  defined  as  the  ratio  of oil  

volume/residual  volume. The  total  volume  of  gas  evolved  at  each  pressure  and  

all  previous  pressure  stages,  at  the standard conditions (sc),  is  calculated  and  

converted  to  the  volume  at  the  test  pressure,  using the  prevailing Bg, and is  

added  to  the  oil  volume  to  obtain  the  total  (two-phase)  volume.  The total  

volume  is  reported  by  the  relative  total  volume,  Btd,  defined  as  the  ratio  of   

total volume/residual  volume.  The  evolved  gas  is  reported  by  the  solution  gas  

to  oil  ratio,  Rsd,  as  the defined as  difference  between  the  total  gas  evolved  at  

the  atmospheric  Pressure (the final stage),  and  each  pressure  stage divided  by  the  

residual  oil  volume,  in  barrels.  

2.5.4 Separator Tests 

            A sample of reservoir liquid is placed in the laboratory cell and brought to 

reservoir temperature and bubble-point pressure. Then the liquid is expelled from the 

cell through two stages of separation. The vessel representing the stock tank is a stage 

of separation if it has lower pressure than the separator. Pressure in the cell is held 

constant at the bubble point by reducing cell volume as the liquid is expelled. The 

temperatures of the laboratory separator and stock tank usually are set to represent 

average conditions in the field.  
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                         Figure 2.12: Separator test,(McCain, 1990)                                                                                                                

             The specific gravities of the separator gas and stock-tank gas are measured. 

Often the composition of the separator gas is determined. Finally, a separator volume 

factor is calculated. It is the volume of separator liquid measured at separator 

conditions divided by the volume of stock-tank oil at standard conditions. The 

separator test usually is repeated for various values of separator pressure.  

2.5.5 Oil Viscosity             

          Oil viscosity is measured in a rolling-ball viscometer or a capillary viscometer, 

either designed to simulate differential liberation. Measurements are made at several 

values of pressure in a stepwise process .The liquid used in each measurement is the 

liquid remaining after gas has been removed at that pressure.  
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Chapter three 

Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction 

           PVTi is an Equation of State based package for generating PVT data from the 

laboratory analysis of oil and gas samples, this chapter discuss the PVT data usage 

using   the PVTi software. 

The main experiments performed by the PVT laboratory on the fluid sample are:  

• Single-point experiments, such as Psat  

• Pressure depletion experiments, such as Constant composition expansion.  

The laboratory may also perform  

• Swelling tests  

• Vaporization tests 

            The two fundamental experiments performed on Back oil systems are the 

Differential liberation experiment, and the constant composition expansion 

experiment, often reduced and referred to by their initials, DL and CCE respectively. 

For the purpose of this study the Available laboratory data is represented below: 

Table 3.1: Basic reservoir properties 

Initial reservoir pressure psig 3580 

Reservoir temperature  F 220 

 

Table 3.2: Compositional data 

Components  Zi(percent) Weight fraction Mole fraction  Specific gravity 

CO2 0.91 0.42719   

N2 0.16 0.047809   

C1 36.47 6.2409   

C2 9.67 3.1016   

C3 6.95 3.2691   

IC4 1.44 0.89278   

NC4 3.93 2.4366   

IC5 1.44 1.1082   

NC5 1.41 1.0852   

C6 4.33 3.9803   

C7+ 33.29 77.41 218 0.8515 
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Table 3.3: Constant composition expansion data 

Pressure  (psig) Relative volume (V(p)/V(pb))) 

5000 0.9453 

4500 0.9541 

4000 0.9638 

3500 0.9746 

3000 0.9867 

2900 0.9893 

2800 0.992 

2700 0.9948 

2620 0.997 

2605 0.9974 

2591 0.9978 

2516 1.0001 

2401 1.0243 

2253 1.0599 

2090 1.1066 

1897 1.175 

1698 1.2655 

1477 1.4006 

1292 1.5557 

1040 1.8696 

830 2.2956 

640 2.9457 

472 3.9877 

 

Table 3.4: Bubble point experiment data 

Saturation pressure  Liquid density 

2516.7  45.11 
 

Table 3.5: Differential liberation data 

Pressure 

(psig) 

Vapor 

z-

factor 

Liquid density 
(lb/   ) 

GOR 
(Mscf/STB) 

Oil  relative 

volume 

Gas gravity Gas FVF 

(rb/Mscf) 

2516.7  45.11 1.1342 1.7493  0 

2350 0.8686 45.669 1.0526 1.7095 0.7553 1.2574 

2100 0.8692 46.502 0.9378 1.6535 0.7547 1.407 

1850 0.8719 47.331 0.8309 1.6013 0.7565 1.6006 

1600 0.8767 48.16 0.7307 1.5523 0.7614 1.8586 

1350 0.8836 48.992 0.6361 1.5057 0.7704 2.2164 

1100 0.8926 49.835 0.546 1.4609 0.7859 2.7411 

850 0.9036 50.699 0.4591 1.4171 0.8121 3.5773 

600 0.9167 51.608 0.3732 1.3726 0.8597 5.105 

350 0.9324 52.632 0.2824 1.3234 1.3234 8.7518 

159 0.9481 53.673 0.196 1.272 1.1726 18.685 

0  56.323  1.1228 1.8901 1.8901 
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Table 3.6: composition with depth data  

Temperature F Pressure psig Depth ft Temperature gradient F/ft 

220 3580 9200 0 

 

3.2 Defining Components in PVTi 

             The first step in using PVTi is to define the components; components can be 

defined as one of three possible types:  

1 -Library is the default. PVTi has a built-in tables of properties of the common 

hydrocarbons up to C45and of specific non-hydrocarbons H20, H2S, CO2, N2, H2and 

CO. 

2 – Characterized is usually reserved for the plus component  

3 -User-defined properties. 

3.3 Setting equation of state and viscosity correlation type 

PVTi software includes multiple equation of state to choose from include:       

 Peng-Robinson (PR) 

 Redlich-Kwong (RK) 

 Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) 

 Zudkevitch-Joffe EoS 

 

The available viscosity correlations are: 

 

 Lohrenz, Bray and Clark 

 Pedersen et al 

For the purpose of this study Peng-Robeson (three parameters) equation of state and 

Lohrenz, Bray and Clark viscosity correlation have been chosen.  

 

3.4 Regression of equation-of-state to measured data 

          The regression process is performed to fit the equation of state to the 

observation data to produce a better representation of the fluid. A sensitivity analysis 

is carried out to determine which attributes of the fluid components improve the 

solution by the smallest change. The most sensitive attributes are then adjusted 

slightly by regression to improve the equation of state model of the fluid. 
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                                        Figure 3.1:  Regression panel. 

Properties of hydrocarbon series  

            For the hydrocarbon series, most physical properties are found to either  

increase of decrease. 

Properties increasing with increasing molecular weight: 

1 - cT  Critical Temperature  

2 - bT  Normal Boiling Point  

3 - cV  Critical Volume  

4    Acentric Factor  

5-   Liquid Density 

Properties decreasing with increasing molecular weight: 

1 -Pc Critical Pressure  

2 -Zc Critical Z-Factor 

It is the monotonicity of these properties that is used as the basis for the 

characterization of “unknown” components such as the plus fraction. During 
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regression the monotonicity should be maintained, and if any of these properties are 

changed in such a way that they are no longer monotonic with molecular weight then 

PVTi will give a warning message. 

 The result of regression process is the fluid definition the extension of the output file 

is PVI.  

3.5 Exporting ECLIPSE Black Oil PVT tables 

3.5.1 Introduction 

             Once the fluid description has been fitted to the experimental observations, it 

may be used in a reservoir simulation. PVTi facilitates the transition between a fluid 

description and the PVT keyword description required by the ECLIPSE family of 

simulators PVT tables that are then used in an ECLIPSE Black Oil simulation. 

3.5.2 Exporting water properties  

            The water properties exported from PVTi are generated by correlation. This is 

effectively separate from the fluid model, the data required are the initial reservoir 

pressure and reservoir temperature, the output of this process is file with pvo 

extension. 

3.5.3 Generating ECLIPSE Black Oil PVT tables 

            In order to generate ECLIPSE Black Oil simulation PVT tables, PVTi requires 

either a Differential Liberation experiment or a Constant Volume Depletion 

experiment to be simulated from the fitted equation of state. The PVT tables are 

generated off either of these experiments, for the purpose of this study we use the 

Differential Liberation experiments data represented in table (3-4). 

 

3.5.3 Generating ECLIPSE Black Oil equilibration Keywords 
 

              Generating Eclipse Black Oil equilibration Keywords is similar to the 

generation of PVT tables. To generate equilibration tables, a composition versus 

depth experiment is required, the required data is represented in table (3-5). 
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Chapter four 

Results and Discussions 

 

 

4.1 Results 

 
The result of the processing the laboratory data using the PVTi software are expressed 

in the following figures: 

 

 
                 Figure 4.1:PVTi interface after simulating all the experiments 

                     Figure 4.2: Phase diagram for the available PVT data 
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          The phase envelope, together with the quality lines, can be measured from 

experiments for any mixture but the procedure is both time consuming and expensive. 

 

 

                 Figure 4.3: finger plot sample ZI Mole percent vs. Mole Weight  

 

   

 

            Figure 4.4: Fingerprint of compositional for bubble point experiment 

            Plots of mole fraction vs. Molecular weight are known as fingerprint plots, and 

can be displayed in PVTi either byright clicking on the sample name and choosing 

“fingerprint plot” or by View | Samples | Fingerprint Plot.  
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Figure 4.5.Relative volume vs. Pressure. 

 

                                Figure 4-6: vapor  z-factor vs. pressure 

 

Figure 4.6: Liquid density vs. pressure(before regression) 
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                      Figure 4.7: Liquid density vs. pressure (after regression) 

After performing the regression process the line represent the calculated value change 

untile it fit with the observed value 

 

Figure 4.8: Oil FVF, Viscosity and Rs versus pressure for the output black oil 

property tables 
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4.2 Discussions 

            In this study laboratory data include the following experiments: Constant 

Composition Expansion, Bubble Point and Differential Liberation experiments were 

imported and simulated for the defined fluid after setting the software units and 

options. The match between the experimental observations and the simulated results 

was examined using the plotting facilities in PVT and the regression report, the 

matching performed using the regression panel. The fluid model can then be adjusted 

so that it provides the best fit to the experimental observations, matching was 

performed because the equation of state need to be tuned, after tuning the Equation of 

State parameters to experimental measurements the fitted fluid definition is finally 

used to generate PVT tables and Black Oil equilibration Keywords for ECLIPSE. 
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Chapter five  

Conclusions and recommendation 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

1- PVTi is suitable for generating the Black Oil table from the laboratory PVT data.    

2- Regression process is almost always required to obtain a better fluid description. 

3- Most of the errors encountered in this research were either due to mistakes in the 

raw data or wrong interaction with the software (providing the software with 

insufficient data or options).   

 

5.2 Recommendations 

1-We recommend to use the PVTi software for the Black Oil PVT data.  

2-We recommend to use the appropriate experiments data that is sufficient to perform 

characterization. 
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Appendix A 

Simulation output 
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Appendix B 

Black oil table from a DL 

experiment 
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Appendix C 

Equilibration keyword



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 


